Analysis of the Respondent’s Disclosure (December 2008)
Anticipated evidence of Mr. Michael Jack (Schedule A):

Counsels’ Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 36:
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(December 24, 2009) (Volume 1, I-95):

The date at the bottom of the page is the date it was printed out and provided as disclosure to Counsel for
the Respondent in preparation for the response to the Application. The page containing the above e-mail is
dated January 28, 2011:

(December 24, 2009) (Volume 1, I-94):

The page containing the above e-mail is dated January 28, 2011:
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(December 24, 2009) (Volume 1, I-95):

The Respondent alleges that the above Welcome letter was sent to me on December 24, 2008, as an
attachment named WELCOME JACK.doc. I wonder if the Respondent could furnish the Tribunal with a
rational explanation about the reason this letter is dated January 28, 2011, as I was dismissed from
employment with the OPP on December 15, 2009.
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Moreover, I hope the Tribunal will note the date stamp at the bottom of the pages containing the e-mails
from Kathy Chapman to me, Sgt. Flindall and PC Filman. It is January 28, 2011!

Counsel’s additional disclosure (April 3, 2012):
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I will not guess about the reason the two separately disclosed Welcome letters have the same contents yet
different dates, with one dated (January 28, 2011) being plain ridiculous. However, I clearly remember that
after receiving this letter I immediately emailed PC Shaun Filman and after not hearing from him back I
emailed him again a few days later. Still, he never got back to me. Had the Respondent disclosed my e-mails
then the Tribunal would have had proof of them and further proof of my allegation that PC Filman did not
care about me contrary to the Counsel’s assertion in the Response to my Application.
Counsels’ Response to the Application (HRTO 2010-07633-I), paragraph 36:
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